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Imagine someone wandering into church this morning – perhaps right after the service has ended.  
He looks around admiring the stained glass windows and then asks you, “What do you all do here?  
What is this place all about?” What would you tell him? Not an easy question is it.  It is hard to 
summarize all that we do as the community who gathers here at this Episcopal church called St. 
Peter’s.  There is so much to say.  Where to start?  It occurred to me that the words that begin this 
morning’s first reading are a great place to start. “Those who had been baptized devoted themselves 
to the apostles' teaching and fellowship, to the breaking of bread and the prayers.” 
 
Do these words sound familiar? Do you know where else they are from? They are from our Baptismal 
Covenant.  After we answer the questions about God as Father, Son and Holy Spirit, come five 
questions which describe the how we promise to live as followers of Christ. That first question is  
 Will you continue in the apostles' teaching and fellowship, in the breaking of the bread, 

and in the prayers?  We respond - I will, with God's help. 
This question came from this passage from Acts and it a wonderful question to have as part of 
our Baptismal Covenant.  

The Apostle’s teaching and fellowship, in the breaking of the bread and in the prayers is a 
description of how those early Christians lived in community. It must have been an exhilarating 
heady time.  Jesus has risen from the dead and gone up into heaven. The Holy Spirit has come 
upon them followed by Pentecost with the coming of the Holy Spirit. After that when Peter goes 
out and preaches 3000 are baptized.  Can you imagine the excitement? People were flocking to 
this new movement following Jesus. They were together and had all things in common – sharing 
with one another all that they had. Many wonders and signs were being done by the Apostles.  

If you read on in Acts, you’ll see that this time which sounds like utopia does not last long. 
Problems arise quickly in the community.  Some they work through fairly quickly and other 
challenges take longer often resulting in division.  And at times, the church simply failed. One 
could say that just looking at all the division and fighting that has happened in the church over 
the 2000 years would make you not want to be part of it but I was heartened by the words of one 
preacher who said – “And yet. And yet. Here we are today. We are still moving. The Church is 
still moving. The Spirit is still moving. The horrible, heartbreaking failures of the early Church 
didn't stop the Spirit from continuing to move and spread the Good News that "the blind see and 
the lame walk" for nearly two thousand years. Our current heartbreaking failures cannot stop the 
grace of Jesus Christ from continuing to move in us and between us.”1 

The Holy Spirit is powerful and I believe we nurture our awareness of the Spirit’s presence 
among us by our life together just as the early Christians did – by devoting ourselves to the 
apostles’ teaching, fellowship, the breaking of the bread and the prayers. The bishop of Atlanta in 
his reflection this week calls these – “The big four.” And they indeed are the big four. These four 
practices are at the heart of our life together, and today I want to go a bit deeper into these 
practices, because even though they are a part of our lives, we forget to notice them and to 
recognize their power. 

																																																								
1	http://day1.org/5785-laura_truman_the_church_this_side_of_heaven_fte_series_2	
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What does it mean to be devoted to the Apostles’ teaching and fellowship and the breaking of the 
bread and the prayers? I was looking though the book that our young people used for their Early 
Communion preparation and realized that they were all covered in this book because what we do 
together as community was exactly what they have been learning about.  

First – the Apostles’ teaching –we are to be devoted to the Apostle’s teaching and pay attention 
to the word devoted because I believe it invites us to go deeper. Where do we find those 
teachings?  Well since the apostles aren’t here today, we find their teaching in their writings in 
scripture in the Acts of the Apostles, in the Paul’s letters and Peter’s letters. It is important to our 
community today to pay attention to the writing of the early Christian leaders. There is much to 
learn. Our gathering on Sundays always involves scripture. We listen to scripture together. The 
words in the book of common prayer are filled with scripture so we aren’t just listening but saying 
the words together. Many of us engage in bible study in small groups or read scripture on our 
own.   

Second - Fellowship – We devote ourselves to “fellowship.” Relationship with one another in 
community is important and we have many wonderful relationships here.  But our devotion to 
fellowship means we are attentive to our relationships. We don’t turn away from them when they 
get hard. We try to support one another.  We are attentive to the habit of hospitality – making 
sure others are included especially newcomers – making sure they know where the coat rack is 
or assisting them in the worship.  We take the risk to ask another in our community out for lunch 
or for a cup of coffee just to listen.   

Third -  The Breaking of the Bread-  We are devoted to the breaking of the bread. How we share 
meals together is important, but when we gather around this table to share in the Body and Blood 
of Christ, this community is nurtured in a very important way. We receive Jesus’ promise, not just 
in words, but in action gathering as one body. In our past, our Sunday School did not join us for 
the Holy Communion Prayer and instead of receiving communion with us, communion was taken 
to them.  I am so glad that practice stopped, because it is important that all of us that can come 
to the table.  

Fourth – The prayers – Where would we be without prayer?  Think about all the different ways 
we pray. We have the prayers we say together - the Lord’s prayer, the psalms, and the prayers 
we offer during the prayers of the people.  We as individuals within community also pray.  It is an 
intentional act that supports our community whether we are praying together or alone.” Prayer 
brings us into communion with God.  

Remember the big four because the Apostles were onto something as that first community began 
to grow.  We are part of that community connected all through those 2000 years. The Holy Spirit 
is still moving and we must be as faithful to that movement.  How will each of us continue to 
devote ourselves to their teachings, fellowship, the breaking of the bread and the prayers?  
Which practices do we need to be more attentive to both as a church or as an individuals? I 
believe that these four practices are what strengthens and shores up a community to be a 
presence in the world, to proclaim the Good News of Jesus in the world.  Let us be devoted to 
what we learnt from those who came before us, to our relationships with one another, to our 
coming to this table as one body and in our prayers.  Let us be devoted because God is still 
working in this world and we are called to be part of that work.  


